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Android Porting –
Integration of DECT
With the SL930A, Gigaset offers a landline telephone with
reliable and exceptional sound quality, internet access and
the possibility to download apps to control devices. The system combines the functions of a smartphone with the DECTbased HDSP Gigaset sound quality.
As a developer for Linux/Android adaptations, emlix
supported the developer team in Bocholt in adapting and
expanding the Android platform for the SL930A, and also
provided support in setting up the Gigaset-specific development and production environment.
The focus of the project was on expanding the components of the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) to include
the software components and proprietary developments
required for DECT. One important aim was to make the
entire software system for the Gigaset landline telephone
maintainable and updateable. The high level of innovation
of the product, together with the short development period,

necessitated an agile software development process spread
across several locations.

Adaption of the Build System
and Hardware Support
In the first phase of the project, emlix supported the
Gigaset team in the conception and installation of a Gigaset-specific development environment. This also meant
expanding the AOSP development to include a continuous
Integration solution for the team.
At the same time, the emlix and Gigaset teams worked
closely together to run an analysis of the software and architecture for the adaptation of the Android telephony stack
and to develop a concept for the necessary solution. In particular, they sought ways to enable the use of DECT-specific

Gigaset SL930A
with Android
The DECT-based home telephone Gigaset SL930A runs
on Android OS 4.0.4 and provides direct access to the
Internet through a connection to a Wi-Fi router.
It offers HDSP Gigaset sound quality. Through collaboration between Google and Gigaset, it also allows
downloading and running apps.
The SL930A can act as a home control centre, for
instance to control the TV. Central telephony functions
such as the integrated answering machine are also
controlled through apps. The same handset can be
used to make calls using a landline or over the internet
via Skype.
According to Andreas Merker, Head of Android &
IP Consumer Products at Gigaset: „The SL930A is the
ideal symbiosis of landline telephony with Android and
provides exactly the technical features that are really
used by customers at home.“
Further Information:

Gigaset SL930A DECT Phone

http://www.gigaset.com/de_DE/shop/
gigaset-sl930a.html
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value-adding services. Together with Gigaset, emlix identified the RILD commands that needed to be implemented as
well as the required DECT-specific functions.
A second goal was to adapt the user interface of the
SL930A to the well-known Gigaset look and feel. The design
and especially the familiar Gigaset user experience needed
to be implemented.
To this end, changes to the Android phone application
and to the contact content provider were planned in collaboration with emlix and implemented by a team of Gigaset
developers.

Authentication and Update Mechanisms
Expanding the hardware support of Android for Gigaset
and adapting the user interface to the high standards of
Gigaset required adapting the AOSP authentication and update mechanisms. Gigaset‘s conventions for user interfaces,
particularly regarding user guidance, had to be taken into
account, as did variations in the hardware (buttons).

Furthermore, Android‘s update mechanism was expanded to
include sophisticated support for Gigaset hardware.
An analysis by emlix identified which functions were
lacking in the board support package, and these were then
added. The corresponding expansion of the build system
was also the responsibility of emlix.
With the emlix and the Gigaset teams spread across several locations, the collaboration was conducted according
to the principle of agile software development (scrum).
While the first phase of the project required face-to-face
meetings, in subsequent phases remote collaboration was
established with the emlix team.
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emlix implemented these conventions by making changes to the Android Recovery Program for the SL930A.

emlix areas
of cooperation:
1)/4) Internal telephone list/
calls
2) Gigaset IX conventions/
DECT features
3) DECT stack integration
5) DECT HAL integration
6) Update system
7) Integration of audio codec
8) U-Boot adaptation for
system recovery

